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1935 SUMMER SESSION IS ANNOUNCED
Jungaleers To Furnish Rhythm For Military Ball March 1

►

id

Honor Frat
To Sponsor
Gala Dance

Agile Athlete

Strong Bengals
Too Much For
P. G. Hosemen

Scabbard and Blade Will Present Annual Affair in
Fieldhouse

Powerful Clemsonites Down
Presbyterians in Final
State Contest

UNIQUE DECORATIONS

CHAMPIONSHIP GAME

On Mar. I the field house will echo
to the strains of "Sweet Sue" for the
first time this year as the Jungaleers
furnish scintillating music for the SCT.1T
bard and Blade sponsored Military Bal'
TO NAME SPONSORS
Sponsors for the dance will be named
by the members of the honor military
fraternity and will be announced in
the next issue of the TIGER. Four
young ladies will be selected to preside
over the ball.
UNIQUE DECORATIONS
Plans are going forward to make the
dance one of the season's most bril(Continued on page eight)

Clemson's formidable Southern Conference basketball entry copped the Palmetto State title by defeating a scrappy
Blue Stocking quintet last night in
Clinton by a 39 to 23 score.
EARLY LEAD
The Tiger team rryg up nn early
lead which was never seriously threatened the Presbytetrians and the score
at the halfway point stood 22 to 14.
Every man on the Clemson bench saw
service in the fray with the exception
of Dobson, crack forward, who was out
with an eye injury received in the Carolina battle.

LOCAL SLUGGERS WIN
CLOSE GEORGIA BOUTS
Fights Featured by Knockouts
and Close Decisions
McCONNELL SHINES
The Tigers came out of their last
match of the season with a win over
the Georgia Bulldogs at Athens last
Friday night 4 1-2 to 3 1-2. Out of
five starts the Jonesmen have been
victorious in three and knotted up in
the other two.
Altman (C) took the first match of
the evening from Berdine after three
rounds of good punching. Clemson's
lightweight Dawson and Ashford of
Georgia put on an excellent show of
fast and hard punching, the judges
(Continued on page eight)'

PSYCHOLOGIST ASSERTS
URGE TO RUN AWAY IS
NORMAL FOR CHILDREN
Providence, R. I.^-(IP)_ln a lecture at Brown University here, ProL
William Stearn, inventor of the intelligence quotient and one of the leading child psychologists ' of the nation,
asserted that the act of a child in running away from home is just an indication that he has first become aware
of distance.
"The home loses its significance of
being the genuine reality at puberty,"
he said. "Distance becomes the realm
of possibility and of enticing mystery.
Sometimes the indomitable urge toward
distance breaks out in escaping from
house or school and in adventurous
wandering over land or sea."

Henry Woodward, brilliant
guard on Joe Davis' fast stepping hardwood aggregation, has
not only distinguished himself
as a most outstanding cagester
but in seasons past has gained a
wide reputation as one of the
best pigskin carriers in the
South.

Retreat Parades
To Start Friday

(Continued on page seven)

SWIMMERS SUNK RY
GREAT FLORIDA TEAM
Highly Touted Gators Are
Pressed to Eke Out Win
FIRST DEFEAT

In the last few minutes of the seFormal Parade Under Arms to
cond swimming meet of the
year,
Replace Regular Drill
Clemson was nosed out to be defeated
by the score of 44 to 40 by the speedy
With the approach of Spring the
tanksters from the University of FlorCorps of Cadets will begin an extenida.
sive drill program which shall include
NEW RECORDS
drills on Wednesday and Fridays of
The Clemson tanksters are making
each week, culminating in a moonlight
an early start toward making new reand several full dress parades which
cords this year. Saturday, Carl Mcare to be held in honor of distinguish- Hugh set a new record in the 150 yard
ed guests of the college on dates yet back stroke event by swimming it in
to be announced.
1 minute, 59.3 seconds. Captain ArRETREAT PARADES
thur W. Allison lowered the state reInstead of the usual drill on Fridays cord for the 220 yard free style event
at noon it has been decided . to hold in 2 minutes, 34.0 seconds. Chase of
a weekly drill under arms at Retreat, Florida set a new Conference record
(Continued on page eight)
(Continued on page two)

Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun Describes
Mammouth Power Project
The fate of an epoch making power development for
South Carolina awaits the decision of the Federal Government. When it has been proved to the satisfaction of the
U. S. Government that the
Santee-Cooper
River
power
project is economically sound,
a thirty-five million kilowatt
hours per year will make its
debfut into the state's indusW
trial affairs and bring along

with it a probable change in
the economic status of South
Carolina.
CALHOUN CONSULTING
ENGINEER
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, Dean
of Clemson's School of Chemistry and consulting geologist
for the Santee-Cooper project
has pronounced the region
geologically suited for the
huge reservoir lakes which are
(Continued on page eight)

Taps Staff Asks
Space Payments

'35 Summer
School Will
Begin June 6

The Clemson annual, TAPS,
will be available on or about
April 1 provided all clubs and
individuals have paid their yearbook space, it was announced
early today by Editor Howard
Nottingham.
"Students belonging to organizations which owe TAPS space
will not get books until their
cluibs have paid in full.
The
Dean Washington Says Variestaff of the yearbook regrets
such a measure, but we are
ty of Courses to Be
working under a limited finanOffered
cial margin, and it is necessary
that all money owed the bok be
paid so we can obtain the copies
CATALOG TO BE ISSUED
from the printers," added Nottingham.
Only 15 per cent of the camAn announcement has been made
pus organizations have paid their
that, the 1935 summer school will b«
space in the yearbook, although
held from June 6th to July 17th with
all have signed contracts for
their portion of the annual.
W. H. Washington as dean.
About 60 per cent of the Corps
Professor F. M. Kinard who assisthave paid the annual space.
|
ed in this work last year will again
be Assistant Dean. The faculty will
be composed of many members of
the Clemson Faculty and visiting teachers in different lines. A wide variety
of courses
is contemplated. More
Is Ordered to Attend Com- than eighty different courses were offered last year and it is even possible
mand and General School
that a wider variety will be included
at Leavenworth
(Continued on page two)

Archer To Leave
Clemson In June

Captain Waine Archer, Assistant
Professor of Military Science and Tactics has been informed by the Adjutant
General of the United States Army that
he is to be ordered to Fort Leavenworth
Kansas as a student at the Command
and General School at that place, fox
the school term opening early in September of this year and closing sometime to June 1936. Hie has received
leave of absence for two months, effective June 18, on which date his duty
at Clemson will end.
17 YEARS SERVICE
Having seen -17 years service as an
officer, Captain Archer has completed
two courses in the infantry school at
Fort Penning. The school at Leavenworth is a advanced school teaching
principles applicable to all branches of
service, and to units of sufficient size
to combine the various branches. The
names of officers considered eligible for
general staff duty are, as a rule, taken
from the roll of graduates of Leavenworth.
Captain Archer expressed his personal
fContlnued on page eight)

STRONG TIGER QUINT
DEFEATSJEAR FIVE
Bengals Too Powerful for
Georgia Aggregation
The Mercer Bears were unable to
keep up with the terrific pace set by
Clemson's superb Tiger quint on the
local court last Saturday night and
tasted defeat to the tune of 50 to 20.
REARS SCORE FIRST
Mercer was the first to score but
in a few seconds the Tigers retaliated
with two points and continued to pile
them up until the final whistle sounded.
The Georgians missed the basket frequently but put up a good game against the South Carolina champions.
Even though they rang up such a large
score, the Clemsonites were not up to
their usual form, many passes going
wild and many plays being broken up
at the basket.
(Continued on page seven,)

HISTORY IS MADE BY
By Their Words
AMP"'CAN CONGRESS
WHEN IT ADJOURNED ■ ■ Civilization is the most unnatural
thing in the world.
Washington, D. C— (IP)—If you
can get your nose out of your American history book for a few moments,
it will interest you to know that a few
more historical "first-times" are being
made down here.
Last week the Senate for the first
time, it is believed, in history, caught
up with all its business and had to
adjourn for lack of something to do
until adjournment time. And the queer
thing is. that the Senate hasn't been
doing very much either.
That's how President Roosevelt is
keeping the boys under
control—or
should we say partial control.

—Brearley
I'm going to have to give you one
more question to see if you can raise
your grade to zero.
—Goodale
Gentlemen, you
deal of chagrin.

cause me a

great

—Clarke
I have a system of marking all my
own, which I think very good.
—Ware
I'm glad we differ.
—Fulnier
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Sikes Summarizes Clemson's Need For New Building
COLLEGE PRESIDENT COMMENTS ON BOOING
PROSPECTS; IMMEDIATE NECESSITY IS GITED
Sikes Gives Brief Account of
Clemson's Need for More
Buildings
WANT PWA LOAN
President E. W. Sikes has made the
following br:ef but thorough summary
of Clemson's need for new buildings:
AGRICULTURAL BUILDING
"Clemson is the only A. and M.
College without an agricultural building.
Agricultural activities are scattered in nine
buildings—wherever a
place can be found. It is desirable to
bring these activities together. Agricultural extension,
agricultural research, vocational agriculture and industrial education, forestry, farm machinery, and other agricultural activities need to be better cared for. The
plan is to borrow from the P, W. A.
$300,000 at three per cent interest.
The Federal' Government will make a
grant to the' amount of one-third the
cost of labor and material.
The iu. mainder • of the expenses we propose
to amortize over a period of froin
twenty to thirty years by the payment
of $15,000.00 annually for which the
college will pledge its income from the
fertilizer inspection tax and tuition
fees.
DORMITORY
' Two hundred and ninety seven students are placed in rooms with two
other students.
These rooms were
built for two men.
This situation is
not conducive to health or to study.
Five hundred and thirteen new students entered Clemson in September.
There will probably be the same number next year. The
crowding will
grow worse each year. The plan is
to bqrrow from the P. W. A. $250,000.00 at three per cent interest. The
Federal Government will make a grant
of one-third the cost of material and
labor. The debt is to be amortized
over • a period of twenty to
thirty
years. This will cost less than $15,000.00 annually.
Rents from rooms
will be pledged for the repayment ana
these room rents will be ample to meet
the annual payments.
DAIRY BARN
"The old dairy
barn which was
erected in 1911 was burned February
6. There was a total loss of buildings,
. machinery, feed, fertilizer, silos, and
one cow.
I am requesting $17,000.00
to be added to such insurance funds
as may be allowed us. We wish to
erect a barn with less fire hazard and
one which will house a hundred or
more cows.
We also wish to erecti
three silos.
A practical builder has
. estimated the cost of the building.
LABORATORIES
, "The United States Department of
Agriculture has requested that one acre
of land • be deeded to the department
at the Pee Dee Experiment Station on
which the department wishes to erect
a laboratory for agricultural experimental purposes.
This building will
be of no cost to the college but will
be erected near our own Pee Dee Experiment Station laboratory.
"FINE OPPORTUNITY".
"This is the finest opportunity that
the State has ever had to improve its
agricultural college. It is not probable
that we will ever have such an opportunity again.
These are
pressing
needs and we feel that it is the opportune time to act."

;

Cager, Boxer

Mexico has adopted as its national
game the ancient 'Mexican Indian
ball game known as tlachtli among
the Aztecs.

Folger

and

John

Troutman

Out with Injuries; Other
Players Laid Up
With Colds

SUMMER SCHOOL TO
BE JUNE 6, JULY 17
(Continued from page one)
in the 1935 offering.
The summer
school catalog will be issued the first
of April.
INFORMATION AVAILABLE
Clemson students interested in summer school work either for the purpose of making up back work, shortening the time, for graduation, taking courses not offered during the regular session may discuss their planswith members of the summer' school
staff, a list of whom is available at
the Dean's office.
'
Students who are ineligible to ad-,
mission to the regular session are not
eligible to enter summer school.
TEACHERS' CREDITS OFFERED
In addition to the students of the
regular session who wish to attend, a
number of others will profit by attending. They are: (i) High School gra
duates who desire to enter college now
or who desire to take special work
this summer; (2) teachers who desire
college credit, certification credit, spe-y
cial professional training,
or special
subiect matter: It") college graduates
who desire special technical or professional training: (4) vocational teachers of Agriculture
or of Industrial
Education who
desire postgraduate
work; (5) workers in special fields
who desire special training; (6) teachers of adult classes who desire intensive training in that field; and (7)
administrators
of vocational
classes,
departments, or schools.
TUITION $3.50 HOUR
Tuition will be $3-5° per semester
hour. The normal load is six semester hours. The catalog will announce
the complete costs.
A number of intensive courses will
be given which will be of less than
six weeks in duration.
Many of the facilities available to
students of the regular fall-spring session will be available to those going
to the summer session.

SPRING PRACTICE IS WELL UNDER WAY AS
FOURTH WEEK ENDS; HINSON SHINES AGAIN
SWIMMERS SUNK BY
GREAT FLORIDA TEAM

Wrw&tpv
"Rubber" Dawson, snorting
light-weight, whose record this
season has been a series of
sterling fights with a number
of defeated opponents left over
three states. , He, will be one of
the mainstays of Coach Jones'
conference team.
"Schnozz"
Dobson
(left)
another of the highly touted
Davismen who has sunk many
a field goal and foul to help the
Tiger basketeers forge their
way into the midst of Southern Conference title contenders.

FINANCE COMMITTEE
SPONSORUOAN BILL
The senate finance committee agreed
last week to sponsor the enabling act
for
which
Clemson administrators
have been petitioning the general assembly to pass, and which, if passed,
will permit the
college to borrow
$300,000 for the purpose of erecting
an agricultural building and $275,000
for a new dormitory.
Senator S. M. Ward, chairman of
the committee, said that tuition fees
would be pledged for the retirement
of the agricultural building loan and
room rent would be charged to repay the cost of the dormitory.
The committee also voted a $17,000
appropriation to help rebuild the dairy
barn that was burned on February 6
and planned to put through a resolution to authorize the college to borrow
the sum from the state sinking fund
temporarily until legislation is passed.
The Corps of Cadets extends deepest sympathy to Cadet L. A. Gambill of Seneca in the recent death
of his father.

(Continued from page one)

COACHES WATCH HORTON by swimming the 100 yard free style
in 58.3 seconds.
Bacot and Durban
The Clemson football squad wound came in in this event in less than a
up its third week of spring practice minute.
with a light
scrimmage on Rigg's THE SUMMARY
400 yard relay—Meatyard, Schler,
Field Saturday afternoon.
Cone and Chase (Florida;) Heikkila,
FOLGER INJURED
Jess Neely and his assistants have Watkins, Allison and Durban (ClemTime 4 minutes, 9.6 seconds.
been kept busy for the last three weeks son).
in drilling his squad of over sixty Florida 8; Clemson 4.
200 yard breast stroke—Bary (Flormen in the fundamentals of the game.
McNeely
So far injuries have been few with ida;) Lawhorn (Florida;)
only Mac Folger,
ripping
fullback, (Clemson).
Time 3 minutes; 8 secwho is 'out with a broken collar-bone onds. Florida 8; Clemson 1.
150 yard
back
stroke—McHugh
and John Troutnian, tackle, who twisted his trick knee .during an intramural (Clemson;) Bary (Florida;) Watkins
Time I minute, 59.3 secbasketball::game on the- sidelines. Sev- (Clemson.)
eral ji player's are also out with severe onds. Clemson 6; Florida 3.
cold's.
■;....
60 yard free style—Durban (ClemHINSON STANDS OUT
son;) Bacot
(.Clemson;)
Meatyard
Randy-"Hinson, the Tiger back who (Florida.) Time 31 seconds.
Clemwas mentioned so prominently through- son 8; Florida I.
out the South last fall as one of the
440 yard free style—Allison (Clemoutstanding backs in conference circles, son;)
Lawhorn
(Florida;)
Lytle
shows promise of another exceptional (Florida.) Time 6 minutes, 7.8 secyear as he romps up and down the onds. Clemson 3; Florida 4.
gridiron with the oval tucked under
100 yard free style—Chase (Florhis arm.
Much is also expected ot ida;) Bacot (Clemson;) Cone (FlorTate Horton who
runs, kicks
and ida.)
Time 58.3 seconds. Florida 6;
passes with marked adaptedness. Tate Clemson 3.
has shown fine form in the early sesFancy diving—Zewadski
(Florida)
sions of practice
and he is being 113.4; Thackston
(Clemson)
101.3;
groomed for a starting post next fall. Florida 5; Clemson 4.
Harry Shore, versatile Bengal
cap220 yard free style—Allison (Clemtain, and Clarence Inabinet outstand- son) ;
Lawhorn
(Florida;)
B
ing guards of last year's championship (Clemson.)
Time 2 minutes, 34 seceleven and Manuel Black, All-State onds. Clemson 6; Florida 3.
tackle continue to look good.
300 medley relay—Sechler,
Bary,
SOME NOT OUT
and Chase (Florida;) McNeely,
Some fine football timber is still Hugh, . Watkins (Clemson.) j Tim
not out for practice due to participation minutes, 33.9 seconds.
Florida
6;
in other sports,
including Rodney Clemson 3.
Kissam, T. S. McConnell and "Cat"
Henley who are campaigning among
the pugilists. Alternate Captain T. I. the grade. Sammy Page triple-threat
Brown one of the mainstays of Clem- ace of the yearling grid machine and
son's powerful basketball team will not "Dusty" Wiles also hold forth promise
report until after the basketball sea- of breaking into the line-up.
Four gridsters who played
their
son is over.
RATS PROMISING
final game last Thanksgiving and who
A quintet of last year's Freshman were main cogs in Neely's championteam show promise of going places in ship aggregation
are assisting
the
varsity circles this fall.
Three "rat" coaching staff in coaching the footlinesmen, Ralph Clary of the Gaffney ballers this spring.
They are Stan
Clarys at end and Wise and Windham Fellars, Catfish Watson, Alex Stevens
at tackles have possibilities of makins and Earl Robinson.

Real education teaches . children
how to study a question, look at It
ff om all sides and unearth for themselves the truth.—Prof. W, H. Kilpatrick.
A famished stomach has no ears.
Urbain Ledotix.

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE I

1
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Yellow Peril Sweeps Over Birds By 22-16 Score
PLANS UNDERWAY FOR REPLACING BURNED
DAIRY BARN WITH MODERN PLANT; DAMAGE
FIXED AT NEW FIGURE BY LOCAL OFFICIALS
Official Estimate Places Loss at
$30,000 Instead $40,000
First Named
BUILDINGS INSURED

*
*

The Clemson
College dairy
barn
which was almost completely destroyed by fire during the night of February 6th,, will be reconstructed at an
early date according to Professor J.
P. LaMaster, head of the Dairy Division here.
LARGE LOSSES
The total loss due to the fire is
estimated at approximately
$30,000.
This includes values of $23,000 in the
barn, $4,000 in equipment, $3,178 in
feed stuff, and a cow and calf valued
at $200.00.
SOME INSURANCE
The barn was insured
with the
Sinking Fund Commission for three
fourths of its value.
Excepting the
reductions in value by normal depreciation and salvage value, the insurance will take care of the loss in feed,
the cow and calf, and half the equipment.
ASK STATE APPROPRIATION
College officials have asked the
State Legislature for an appropriation

of $17,000 to make up the difference
between the insurance and the amouirf
needed to reconstruct the barn using
all fire-proof materials.
PLANS UNDERWAY
Blue-prints are now bemg drawn
for the new building. According to
the tentative plans, as stated by Professor LaMaster,
the new
building
will be placed on the same floor foundation as before.
The barn will be
a U-shaped, one-story structure. Thi
roof will be supported by steel trusses,
floors covered with brick,
tile, and
corkbrick, and the walls cf brick, tile
and granite.
This will give Clemson
her first all fire-proof dairy barn. Instead of using four silos as before
the recent disaster, only three will be
used and they will be so constructed
as to have the same capacity as the
original four.
MANY IMPROVEMENTS
Changes to be made in the baru
construction will be largely concentrated toward the building of a model'i
milking parlor and the installation of
a combine milking machine to take
care of Clemson's large herd of cattle.
The front of the milking parlor will be
made of plate glass so that visitors
can see the spotless cleanliness that
prevails there.

Javelin Juggler

BENGAL QUINTET OUTCLASSES CAROLINA IN
SEASON'S HARDWOOD CLASSIC; PENNINGTON,
HENDERSON STARS OF THRILLING ENCOUNTER
t ifty Farmers
Attend School

J.
E.
"Rubber"
Blackwell,
versatile
trackster and captain
of Frank Howard's
cindermen, who entered school at the
beginning of the semester and who has
begun practice to assume the role as
Farmers
Now
at
cliief javelin hurler. Piedmont
Last season
"RubClemson Studying Soil
ber" was a mainstay
Erosion
on the track team,
winning many points
Approximately fifty farmers fron.
for the Tigers.
the Piedmont section of South Carolina who were selected by the regular
REFLECTOR REPORTERS
teachers of agriculture of the state
FINED FOR TARDY COPY
in cooperaton with the FERA are
The REFLECTOR makes it tough
now attending a training school for
on these birds that are not early rulsoil erosion work at Clemson. These
ing that any member of the staff that
men arrived here Sunday and will refails to submit "copy" at or before
the designated hour without
legiti- main the rest of the week.
SOIL EROSION TRAINING
mate reason.
The fine is his or her
The department
of Agricultural
name being removed from the mast
Education and the school of Vocational
head and the loss of the entire year's
Education were asked by the state deservice to the paper in regard to the
partment of education to trail assist"necessary experience" required
for
ant instructors in soil erosion work.
editorship.
Actual soil erosion programs will be
carried out by these men on farms_
GREAT ADVERTISEMENT
near Clemson.
Their theory
classes
This magnifiicent new dairy barn are being held in the main building.
will be the greatest advertising feature
DIRECTOR RUIE INSTRUCTS
the dairy division has had in recent
The instructors for the group of
years, and the people of the state owe farmers are: Mr. F. O. Bartell, Burit to themselves to inspect this barn eau of Ag Engineering, U. S. D. A.;
when it is constructed.
Dr. H. P. Cooper, chief agronomist of
Clemson College; D. D. Lee,
Dept,
Ag Engineering; Clemson; T. S. Buie,
Director of Soil
Eros'on
Service
Spartanburg; M. W. Lowrv, E. Carnes, also of the Soil Erosion Service;
Associate Professors of Ag Education,
J. B. Munroe and B. H. Stribling of
Clemson..

Ogled J by an Octogenarian?
j

/i^A/ of? O/c/' C/o/c/

Men

Rack

In All Events

Up

1.

TRY A 5^oo^ OLD GOLD

in

Cham-

pionship Game

COLORFUL FRACAS

: i

!
By
holding the Carolina Gamecocks to 16 points with an impene-i
trable defensive barrier and amassing
22 for. themselves, Clemson's
mighty
Tiger five again forged ahead in the
state race as a wild Thursday night
crowd yelled themselves (hoarse.
A
beautiful passing attack staged in the
last few minutes of the con'.est completely floored Rock Norman's smooth
running boys and put the game in the
bag for the Clemsonites.
BIRDS RALLY
The Tigers drew first blood wher..
Alex Swails sank a beauty which was
quickly followed by two points by Dillard. Not to be outdone the famous
Henderson soon found the hole and
got the Columbians started, hut the
Bengals went on a spree and the score
was pushed up to ten tall es- The
Gamecocks then made a strong comeback, and with Rowland doing the
ball handling and Gooding and Henderson shooting, the visitors pulled up
close behind the cadets as the halfway whistle blew.
PENNINGTON STARS

Both teams parried about in the
opening minutes of the second stanza,
and then the Carolin ans got started;
In a short while the Tigers were tied'
and then passed and things in general
began to look quite gloomy for the
home towners.
However, the old Tiger spirit evidently came back as Clyde
Pennington got loose with a Gamecock pass and dropped it through the
hoop.
Clemson then began running
circles around their foes
with the
whole team doing brilliant work, and
hung up the six point lead several minWin
utes before the gun.
HENDERSON OUTSTANDING

Captain Allison and his Tiger tanksters started the swimming season oft
with a bang last Friday evening by
defeating Presbyterian college at Clinton 58 points to Presbyterian's 26.
THE SUMMARY
400 yard relay—McHugh, Watkins,
Allison and Bacot (Clemson;)
Wallace, Langston, McSween, and Tiller
(P. C.) Time 4 minutes, 22.5 secondsClemson 8; P. C. 4.
150 yard breast stroke—Alexander
(P. C.;) McNeely (Clemson;) Heikkila (Clemson.)
Time 2 minutes, 19.5
seconds. P. C. 5; Clemson 4.
150
yard
back stroke—McHugh
(Clemson;) Valley (P. C.;) Watkins
(Clemson.)
Time 2 minutes, 6.9 seconds. Clemson 6, P. C. 3.
40 yard dash—Durban (Clemson;;
Bacot (Clemson;) Wilson
(P. !C.)
Time 19.6 seconds. Clemson 8; P. C.

MYING TIMES

Gamecocks

SWIMMERS SWAMP
BLUE HOSE 58-26
Allison's

When an Amorous Antique
can't take his aged glimmers eff your
silken "shapelics". . . don't fry him
to a frazzle. Brighten up ... by lightin'
up a honey-smooth Old Gold. These
mellow-as-moonlight O.Gs have
charms to soothe even the savage peeve.

Clemson Basketeers Bowl Over

440 yard free style—Hunter (Clemson;)
Allison
(Clemson;)
Cafvert
(P. C.) Time 7 minutes, 14.4 seconds.
Clemson 8; P. C. I.
100 yard dash—Durban (Clemson;)
Tiller (P. C.;) Wallace (P. C.) Time
1 minute, 1.4 seconds.
Clemson 5:
P. C. 4.
Fancy
diving—Thackston
(Clemson) 119.9; Fletcher (Clemson) 109.5;
McSween (P. C.) 25.8.
Clemson 8;
P. C. r.
300 yard relay
(medley)—Valley,
Alexander and Wilson (P. C.) ; McHugh, McNeely, and Heikkila (Clemson.) Time 3 minutes, 15.7 seconds.
P. C. 6; Clemson 3.

Because of the fine guarding on the
part of the locals the Capital City lads
missed several shots; but even though
bottled up, Dana' Henderson
totaled
ten points over and around Swails'
frame. Tom Brown was
a shining
light on the floor and did much to
hinder the upset Gamecocks, but every
man on the team played heads up ball
all the way through.

Pendleton Road
To Be Improved:
Though the efforts of persons connected with the college, the two-milestretch of highway between the erf;
trance gates of Clemson's campus and
Pendleton is -being transformed into; '
ah attractive drive. Work is well urtder way in planting flowers,
grass,'
and shrubs, as well as transplanting'
many large trees on the hundred and.
fifty foot right-of-way of the roads. ,,
NEWMAN SUPERVISES
The project is under the supervision
of C. C. Newman of the State Highway Department and is financed by:'
Federal funds allotted the department. LONG DESIRED PROJECT
The beautification of the Pendleton
Highway, a long-sought-after project, '
is one of the many undertakings
through which the State is endeavoring with the aid of the Federal government to develop scenic highways i*
South Carolina, and to make the roa#ways an object of civic pride.
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THE COLLEGE AND THE DEPRESSION
ITH REGARD to what colleges have learned from
the depression, undergraduate editors have been
unjustly accused of a "rather indeterminate and irresponsible flow of language", college authorities
have been reproved for "temporizing with the present situation rather-than meeting it constructively"; faculty members
and trustee conservatives have been charged with sitting back
twiddling their thumbs and waiting for the economic crisis to
"blow over" and for their salaries to be raised again to the
point of satiety. To the ordinary laymen these accusations
a're more or less justifiable; some others regard them much
more skeptically.
Through a correspondence carried on with the presidents
of the leading educational institutions of the nation one of the
larger publishing houses of the country has found, however,
that this was not the case, that undergraduates and college
presidents have regarded the depression with as much seriousness as do congressmen, business men, and others. Through
the response received to this inquiry the following conclusions
were drawn:
"That the college fully realizes that its interests are identical with those of the country at large—town and gown in
the same leaky beat; that the college does not pull its full
weight on the oars by sending a few "brain trusters" to Washington to fabricate Utopias, but owes the community from
which it emerges every last pound of intellectual energy and
insight for the development of an electorate competent to
meet the issues of the present; that the college has no desire
to pamper itself in intellectual seclusion while the rest of us
toil and sweat in a world gone wild; that the few academic
exiles of the campus may be selfish in their indifference to
progress as is miserliness on the part of those who have fattened on industrial privilege; that the pride of scholarly tradition, which refuses to college youth an understanding of the
present-day confusions into which they are walking the plank,
may be just as reprehensible as the greed of 'capital' which
these isolationists are so quick to condemn.
"In spite of local stringencies and enforced detours, the
college, as primarily a teaching institution, can and will
a'ia'pt its program to the needs of its clientele. The university,
though not wholly free, of the same responsibility, must see
also .that it does not lose its own soul, independence, or integrity, in an effort to placate powerful though selfish interests, And this IS a problem!"
MORE NEWS FOR CLEMSON'S PUBLIC
Because of the fact that Clemson is not as conveniently
located in a city as are most institutions of higher learning,
it has been deprived for a great number of years of the
amount of publicity through the public press to which it is
entitled. Although publications in the nearby cities of Anderson and Greenville have done much for the college in the line
of news service, and have shown commendable and appreciative cooperation, Clemson never has been brought as close to
the news-reading public as would be beneficial both to the
college and the public which it serves. Those newspapers
are not so situated as to be able to glean the campus news;
THE TIGER published only weekly by a staff of students who
as news writers are encumbered by their principal college
business—acquiring an education—is not equipped to fill the
need. Feeling such a need almost to the point of exigency,
Cadet Chaplin with the cooperation of the administrative officials of the college has succeeded in founding a news bureau
from which is mailed to the leading newspapers throughout
tRe state the daily occurrences on the campus that are of interest to the thousands of Clemson alumni and the multitudes
of-people that are directly interested in or benefited by the
college. In this step of progress, former TIGER Editor Chaplin renders a commendable service to the Alma Mater. May
the accomplishments of the enterprise equal its aims!

that it seems as though some
amateur or the editor of Winthrop's
vVeak by Weak riddled last week's
Oscar box, so don't be surprised at the
appearance of anybody's name in this
week's issue.
-OSOAB BAYS-

One of our pet hobbies is promoting closer relations between Clemson
and the other schools over the state.
Almost every week we take a brief
swing to some of the other colleges,
preferably Winthrop, Converse, Lander, etc., and promote for all we're
worth. Last week-end it was Furman
and we had a lovely time. But the
subtle wit of a remark made by the
co-ed with whom we were carrying
on our noble work is only now striking home. She told us that she was
descended from a long line of southern planters. And we just discovered
that her father is an undertaker.

that John "I play baseball"
TAI.K OF THE TOWS
Richey literally took a milk bath in the
SHAVE
mess hall
Sunday morning. Oscar
Somewhere or other we picked up a
thinks he was trying to attain the charm
tale which we consider quite funny
of Cleopatra before his journey to
despite the appalling lack of co-eds
Greenwood.
on this campus. At one of the large
3HOAH SAT8mid-western universities a rather parThat Syd Little of the Architicular professor became very irked at
tectural department is one of the recent
the female student's habit of powderpledges of the Tiger Brotherhood. These
ing their noses and applying their lipcollege fraternities will do anything for
sticks in his classes.
He told them
a chapter car.
so on several occasions and told them
-OSOAB SATSso in no uncertain terms. But " his
that Major Henry Woodward
lectures continued to be disturbed by
seems to have the upper hand in the
the clicking of opening and closing
Spann-Timmerman-Woodward triangle.
compacts.
He decided to take steps
Every Sunday night our hero and heroand took one of his male - students into
ine may be seen in the library struggling
his confidence.
The next day wnen
over the contents of a Rural Sociology
the class met and the vanity cases be
book, while the smallest side of the
gan to appear, the prof's stooge, who
triangle waits for the bell to ring.
was sitting on the front row, produced
—
OSCAR SATS
a shaving mug and a brush and bethat Brown, the flaming romeo
gan to lather up. The professor con7
of I Company, went "Hog" wild over
tinued his lecture without a tremor,
a certain damsel at Lander last week
while the awe-struck
class watched
end and was seen endeavoring to float
the lad calmly shave himself. The object
a loan of a dime to return a ring to
of the lesson probably did no good, but
another Landerite.
we feel pretty sure that if a few co-eds
OSCAR SATS
were introduced into the classroom
that Corporal Tomrr.y Richards
here whether they powdered or not,
and Rat Powell have scheduled many
some
of
our blue-jawed students
handball games in the Parish house with
would start applying the razor.
Captains Gammon and Hinwood. Tsk.
TAltt OF THE TOW.V
Tsk.
LAMENT
-OSCAR SATSOne of those slack weeks has stealthat the famous (?) Blonde
thily crept up on us again. All the
Billy "I'm from West Palm Beach"
lads have been living right or so very
Dew has called off all future trips to
wrong that the few stories impaled on
Atlanta since he gave his girl's old man
our file are quite unprintable.
T'
a ticket for parking her car on the
Oscar box, which has served us in
wrong side of the street. Oscar is of
good stead so many times, this week
the opinion that the Pater said it was
contained only one incoherent notice
worth it.
and it concerned a lad and a bath.
38CAR 8AT8Also, the hint of Spring which has
that Deane McGeehee, of last
lingered in the air the past few days
years Brenau edition, was on the campus inquiring the whereabouts of quite
a few past seniors. She also wanted
to know if Randy
Hinson was still
handsome and did "'Nig" Shore have
her curtains in his room.
-OSCAR
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has taken its toll and we are filled
with the milk of human kindness and
with brotherly and not so brotherly
love. Somehow our hearts aren't in our
work and we can't bring ourselves to
turn a withering blast upon some hapless soul who has laid himself open
for attack. So that lets the usual amusing little incidents
out for the
week.
Long ago we
pledged
ourselves
never to apply the might of our pen
to the righting of great wrongs. The
fitful attempts we made at reform
ended in such a dismal failure that we
flung down the gauntlet in disgust and
so it has remained. The evils which
are undermining this fair institution
can eat away the entire foundation
before we will utter one word of complaint.
Just by way of filling up space ana
soothing our conscience in one full
swoop we would like to make a few
apologies. When we think of some o*
the pretty nasty things we have said
and some of the stories we have printed, we feel a little like Lady MacBeth gazing at her blood-stained hands.
Or was it MacBeth himself, or someone else entirely. At any rate we want
to say to all those people whose lives
we ruined with our innocent thrusts,
that we are sorry and that we are
awfully afraid it will happen again.
TAJ K OF THE TOWST

POLL
A great load has lifted from our
mind since we discovered in the last
issue of THE JOHNSONIAN that
the ladies at Winthrop prefer Ipana
tooth-paste by an overwhelming majority. For a long time now we have
been wondering what dentifrice they
used, if any.
Some of the other results in the popularity poll recentrconducted there disclosed that they
are two to one in love with Clark
Gable. They would be. The favorite
band is Guy Lombardo with Jan Garber running a neat second, white the
Clemson Jungaleers and the Carolina
Gamecocks are neck and neck with
one vote each.
TAI.K OF THE TOWN"

WEEK'S OUTSTANDING CADET
Major Arthur Allison, captain of
the swimming team, who arrived iii
Clinton for the P. C. swimming meet
and discovered that he had forgotten
to bring along his bathing suit.

SATS-

that Monroe Crain and Albert
Gilliam were sent through the country
towns of Georgia this past week end STUDENTS OF 90'S IDEAL
to entice as many country lads as posACCORDING TO PROFESSOR
sible with the stripes and boots. It is
The REFLECTOR quotes
Dean
also rumored that Monroe wanted to Hawkes, Columbia College, N. Y., as
wear cross belts and a sabre.
emphatically stating that students of
-OSCAB SAT8the "8o's" and "90's" were the ideal
that Katie "I'm in love" Platt
college men.
This leads to the conwas the center of attraction at Converse clusion that Dean Hawkes
received
dance last week end. While three fair his "Dip" in tthat renowned decade redamsels were having it out as to whom ferred to as "The Naughty 90's".
was going to dance with our Captain
another arrived and carried him out SOPHOMORE CONVINCED
LOVE WILL. FIND WAY
into the shadows.
OSCAR SATS
This glowing example of true love-*
power is rendered by N. C. State's
that Pete "Next years S-l"
When preparing to
Otey painted a large picture of a set TECHNICIAN.
of captain's cheverons and pinned it on embark on his standing Sunday night
Bill Smith's door. Two of the big shots j date a Sophomore was only momenin the "Grand Hotel" threatened disas- tarily deterred by some playful party
ter if the picture is removed, and Pete or parties who had locked his door.
At the hour of his date he grew desis down to about a hundred pounds.
OSCAR SATS
perate and out of desperation a plan
that Oscar Rawls has lowered 1 was born; very simple, he just drophimself in the esteem of the army so 1 ped out of the second story window.
much that a freshman was moved into The determined lover arrived at his
the room and the new boy calls Oscar destination bruised, breathless, a trifle
late but convinced that Love will find
"Ole Lady."
a way.
f Continued on page five)

FROSH MIXER TURNS
INTO COLOSSAL FLOP
The Frosh Mixer, first outstanding
social event of the semester and grand
get-together for
lonely
Freshmen
hearts, is admitted by the University
Hatchet to have been one tremendious
flop.
The George Washington Uni. Band
was there in full uniform and the Glee
Club was present to troop in for the
rendition of the Alma Mater. President Marvin, Dean
Johnstone
and
other members of the speaking program were all set to (deliver stirring
speeches
of friendship.
The
cheer
leaders were ready to lead thunderous
cheering.
The group of "activities
leaders"
were wandering about Jn
search of something to lead. In spite
of this carefully arranged and imposing program the audience was sadly
weak in numbers. In fact after a minute search of the large gym prepared
for the event two lone freshmen were
at last found patiently waiting in the
midst of a wilderness of vacant seats.
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WANTED: MOKE FACTS
For the future or man we must
have more facts and if we have
continuing discovery and continu(Continued from page four)
ing increase of facts, these must
be properly organized and scienProf. Charles E. Merrian of the
that if Pete Anderson knew what
tists must see that their materials
University of Chicago last week preare placed where they will do the little Millie of Lander said when asked dicted the end of the spoils system
4 least damage.—Dr. John C. Mer- why she went with him he would prob- In city government in the United
ably devote all attention to Jean.
t riam.
States. Said he:
JBCAH HATS
"ON THE ROCKS"
that Long boy Lancaster of the
I
DEFEND FRAT SYSTEM
"The spoils system of governing
'College deans and fraternity leaders band and Y quartet ventured off last cities is now definitely on tne rocks.
joined last week at the annual conven- week end and fell head over heels in Those who would coin money under
tion of the College Fraternity Secre- love. At night he can be seen in the a few more examples of the work^ taries Association in New York to de- shower room gazing at the moon and ing of the system, but we're moving toward a new type of governfend the fraternity system as a valua- sighing.
ment."
ble force in college life.
It is a maxim with me that no
The most beautiful memorial is
When competition becomes in- man was ever written out of rememory.—Le
Baron
tense, then business runs to the putation but by himself.—Richard a fragrant
government.—Merle Thorpe.
Cooke.
Bentley.

Oscar Says

PROF PREDICTS FALL
OF SPOILS SYSTEMS THE STUDENT GLEANERS

Sandwiches

SCOTTY'S MESSERY

We Appreciate Your Business

Short Orders
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ASK OUR AGENTS"Randy" Hinson, John Troutman, "Bull" Durham
and Bill Croxton about the FREE SUIT OFFER.
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Bleckley's Dry Cleaners
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9 am uome WuucJl^ ofyjJa&
I am a friend indeed. A better friend

top leaf nor a single coarse bottom

than others, because I am made only

leaf to mar my good taste or my

of mild, fragrant, expensive center

uniform mildness. I am a sooth-

leaves. I don't permit a single sharp

ing companion, the best of friends.

LUCKIES USE^ONLY^THE CENTER LEAVES
CENTER LEAVES GIVE YOU THE MILDEST SMOKE

7w^ peflift,
Copyright 193S. The American Tobacco Company.

Meals

--A.GE SIX
WORLD'S SMALLEST COLLEGE
The
UNIVERSITY HATCHET,
George Washington
University
has
located the smallest college in the
world. It is Huron College of London,
Ontario.
There are twenty students
and five professors.
A NATIONAL RECORD
THE DUKE CHRONICLE
has
brought to public notice something of
a national record in collegiate boxing
circles. When the University of Virginia's boxing team beat Navy February 9, they won their 22nd consecutive dual meet.
SOUNDS FISHY
A COURSE in elementary
fishing
was recently added to the curriculum
of the University of California. Practice is to be held in the University
swimming pool.
KING APPOINTS THEM
The oldest business concern in London, England, is the College of Heralds,
which was founded in 1080. The heralds are still appointed personally by
the king to perform certain duties and
to help civilians find family trees and
similar information.

Copyright, 19S6
R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.
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GUBS TAKE THRILLER
FROMJIEDMONT HI
WIN TENTH ENCOUNTER
In a preliminary
sity encounter last
Joe Sherman's fast
basketeers
defeated
High school five by

game to the varSaturday
night,
stepping yearling
the
Piedmont
a score of 23-22.

22 ALL

THURSDAY,

UNIQUE REVIEWS GIVEN BY
The tree of liberty only grows
MONOGRAM CLUB AT STATE
First we had Marathons then Wal- when watered by the blood of tykathons and now the greatest of all rants.—Bertrand Barere.
"The Stupendathon."
Yes, such
a
A liar should have a good memthing exists because the Monogram
ory.—Quintilian.
Club of 'N. C. State is sponsoring one.
Ripley!
! A "Stupendathon", as explained by the TECHNICIAN, is a
form of review, the cast being composed of athletes only.
All female
parts are taken by males enlisted from
such sports as football, baseball, basketball,- etc.
An added attraction wilt
be impersonations of well-known celebrites.
Can you imagine "Cat Fish"
as a ballet dancer rendering "Dance
of Spring".

In the last minute of play with the
score 22 all Nert Crawford sank a
foul shot to annex the victory for the
Bengals. The entire fracas was
a
tight, action-packed struggle will firs'
Be lowly wise:
Think
only
one team and then the other battling
what
concerns
thee
and.
thy
being
for the advantage.
The rats, paced
by Clary and Crawford, played a fine —John Milton.
game throughout the encounter, ana
at times their passing attack showea Treat Yourself to the Best and
a srfloothness which baffled, the oppo- You Won't Be Disappointed.
sition. •
. To date the Shermanites with two
more games to go'- have won ten and
dropped two.
Among their victims
have been the strong Brookland-Cayce
aggregation, Wofford Frosh five, and
the quintet from Parker High.
Bailey and Kay

YMCA Barber
Shop
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Mechanical
equipment
should
create opportunity for leisure, not
employment.—William Green.
Life is a mystery as deep as ever
death can be.—Mary Mapes.
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COMPLIMENTS

OF

Clemson College Laundry
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BASKETEERS TO MEET

I

SPORTS

WASHINGTON AND LEE
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Well, the bid has arrived
which will take Coach Joe
Davis and his scintillating basketeers to Raleigh a week from
tonight for the Southern Conference tournament which lasts
three days. If we don't miss
our guess the Tigers will make
a. heavy pass at the cup and
who knows but what it will
Test here at Clemson for the
next year. .We have given the
Birds one sound licking and
should be able to hand them
the same bad medicine again.
Other contenders present will
be North Carolina State, U. of
North Carolina, Duke, Washington and Iiee, and V. M. I.
There were some pretty hot bouts
between the Georgia and Clemson
frosh at Athens the other night; it
was either knock or get knocked out.
Four of the six matches ended with
»me freshman winding up in the fog.

Two of these four were cold K. O.'s
and the others technicals. The little
Pups and Cubs gave the spectators
quite a run for their money when it
came to preliminaries.
Georgia Tech received quite
'a"blow last weekend when four
of her prize athletes were dropped : from school because of
failure in studies. These men,
Walker, Williams, McKay, and
Smith were all first raters and
the Yellowjackets are hit pretty hard by this expulsion. Walker, it will be remembered, Is
the one-man track team who
outran "Goat" Lynn bast spring
in both the 100 and, 220,
took second in the broad jump,
and tied for first in the high
jump.
Williams was a brilliant gridiron star and a track
man, McKay an excellent javelin
thrower, and Smith one of the
best tackles on the football
squad.
BETWEEN YOU AND ME
Cat Henley won his fight at Athens
last Friday yet was given only a draw.
It seems that the referee read the
judges' slips wrong, but it was too
late to alter the decision. Anyway we
took the Bulldogs to ride .... "old
lady" isn't entirely confined to the
Clemson man's vocabulary, for Sir
Malcolm Campbell has attached that
"monicker" to his Blue Bird racer . .
. . the little fellow who ran T. I.
Brown all over the floor during the
Carolina classic was none other than
Bernard James, brother of Ex-Oscar
Jessie .... supply sergeant Rice, substitute guard, missed a good chance to
see service in the Mercer game. Rice
decided to rest a bit after supper in
order to be ready for the bears but the
fest soon became a sound sleep—so
sound that Rice was still in slumberrand when Joe Davis got ready to send
in the second string toward the last
of the first half.

WIN OVER MERMEN

ROVING REPORTER UNCOVERS LITTLE KNOWN
LORE CONCERNING HISTORICAL CAMPUS RUINS
Many Interesting Spots of Historic Value Located
Nearby
By H. T. Malone

Although Coach Don McCallister
down Carolina way is practically a
newcomer he seems to have heard of
our up-state champs and is already
looking forward to Fair Week of '35.
In a week old copy of The State' we
•saw where McCallister, in a little after dinner speech at a welcoming banquet jn the. Capital City said, "I have
been told that if I win the Glemson
football game I should run for governor, but if I. lose, it—I'd better run
like hell."
However, we don't know about the
running for governor part. His advisor evidently forgot that there are
as many Clemson supporters of voting
age in South Carolina as there are
University backers, and should the
Gamecocks happen to win next
fall
(which we doubt very seriously) we
think it would be much the wiser plan
for Coach Don to continue his athletic instruction at Carolina than to depend on a Clemson defeat to take him
to the State House.

GATORS SPLASH OUT

The object of this article is to impart a bit of campus knowledge. The
majority of the student body of our
great institution know little of the
historical importance of the land within a five mile radius of the Main
Building. How many of us have often
wished that there were other and more
interesting places to walk to on Sunday afternoon than the Seneca River
bridge. We wander aimlessly about
in our free time simply because we
have never heard of or known the location of the Fort Rutledge Marker;
the Calhoun Ruins; the HopewellKeowee Church Memorial; the remains
of the old homes of General Andrew
Pickens and his son, Ezekiel; the Old
I Stone Church, and its
adjoining
graveyard, containing the dust of many
of. South Carolina's greatest men; and
the old Calhoun Graveyard.
FORT KUTliEDGE
T have mentioned a few of
the more important places. All
of these are within easy reach
'of" any of us. Take the Fort
Rutledge Marker, for example,
located a few steps from the
middle of the S-bend of the
Seneca River. This spot marks
the site of the old Fort Rutledge, named after Governor
Rutledge, who was in office at

the time of the establishing of
the Fort, in 1776. It was here
that Colonel Williamson and his
South Carolina troops walked
into an ambush set by Cameron, the British officer leading
the insurrecting Cherokee Indians. Williamson and his men
were forced to retreat, but returned suddenly and completely routed the surprised Indian
forces. The Fort was erected
after the battle, and became a
strong outpost and provision
station for South Carolijia's
troops.
THE CALHOUN RUINS
I have mentioned1 the
Calhoun
Ruins. I am not, as you might be
supposing, referring to the Mansion
located on the campus. I speak of
the ruins of the old home of John
E. Calhoun, which was destroyed by
fire. Follow the railroad track from
Calhoun about two miles south, turning off near 12 Mile Creek, and you
will see the remains of the house . .
Several hundred yards below the ruins
is the old Calhoun Graveyard, another
very interesting spot. It is here that
John Ewing Calhoun, uncle of John
C, is buried. His was the distinction
of being the first South Carolina Senator after the Revolution,
dead ....
And now "a bit of campus knowledge" has been told . . . . Perhaps it
might aid a little in the choice of a
route some Sunday afternoon . . . .
Who knows?

The humblest citizen of all the
land, when clad in the armor of
a righteous cause is stronger than
all the hosts of
error.—William
Jennings Bryan.

PEP on

"e AIR
and his
rhythm

COLLEGE PROM
JOIN in the fun and frivolity.
Songs. Syncopation. Thrills
and laughs. The color of
the college campus.

DARTMOUTH NIGHT
GUEST OF HONOR

JACK SHEA
(Olympic Skating Champion)

THURS., FEB. 21st
WJZ-7:45 P.M., E.S.T.
Tune in every week at the same
time. IS. B. C. Blue Network.
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We Invite Your Attention To Our

SODA FOUNTAIN
KEPT IN A GLEAN AND SANITARY CONDITION BY A
COMPETENT OPERATOR

IGERS CLINCH TITLE STRONG TIGER QUINT T
DEFEATS BEAR FIVE
AS SLUE HOSE LOSE (Continued
from page one)

ENJOY A FRESH SANDWICH TOASTED TO A DELICIOUS

f
Y

OUR MILK SHAKES HAVE A REPUTATION
A DOUBLE GLASS FOR A DIME

BROWN AND YOUR FAVORITE DRINK

(Continued from page 1)

SWAILS SHINES
Swails was the main cog in the ofI nse and dropped in 17 points during
e course of the evening as the rest
the boys continually fed them to
e lanky center. Clyde Pennington
d his share of the ball handling as
.ual and amassed 9 counters to take
cond honors, while Levi of the Calnsits played a corking game for the
lallengers and managed to get by the
urple and Gold aggregation for 7
lilies.
Washington and Lee's Generals will
be on hand tomorrow night to meet
the Bengal team and since both quints
are to be strong contenders for the
onference crown, a hot match should
be the outcome.

f
Y

WOODWARD STARS
Henry Woodward turned in a
sparkling performance and Clyde Pennington's pass work was exceptionally
good at times. Woodward was high
rhan with 12 points.
Coach Davis
used his second string men practically
half the game.
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Prof. Miguel de Unamuno rector of 'Salamanca University, in
Spain, has been a professor of Greek
for 43 years without ever missing a
lecture, with two exceptions—once |
when he was exiled to the Canary
Islands for speaking his mind about
the monarchy and once wlien he
sat as a deputy in the Constituent
Cortes of the new Spanish Republic. He has been retired on a life
pension, the Republic recently having paid him high honors.

I had a very strange and affecting
boyhood; very curious and fascinatThe march of the human mind
ing. In winter I went sliding. In is slow.-—Edmund Burke.
summer I went swimming.—Sinclair
Lewis.
He was a bold man that first
ate an oyster.—Jonathan Swift.
American women like to think
they are conservative, but really
Whatever the politics of a counthey like to exaggerate.—Jacques try may be, the machine is a ComWorth.
munist.—Louis Mumford.
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FRESH FRUIT ORANGEADES AND LEMONADES
CRACKERS — CAKES — CANDIES and dainties of all kinds
TREAT

YOURSELF

TODAY

X. (£. QTiazlin

\ d\no.

tyzMQ (Bi
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
PHONE 75
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SANTEE-GOOPER POWER PROJECT DISCUSSED JUNGALEERS TO PLAY ARCHER IS ORDERED FRIDAY PARADES ARE
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liant small dances. C. D. A. decorations committee head, John Hartledge,
is concocting a new and fantastic scheme
of decoration to astound the
large
crowd of dancers expected to be in;
attendance. The traditional military
adornments will be used in a striking
manner.
ONE DANCE
There will be only one dance in the
series, the usual mock Military Ball
on Saturday night being dispensed with
this year because of the proximity ot
the Block "C" dance on the I5tbj
There will be no Saturday dance of
any kind.
JUNGALEERS REORGANIZE
The Jungaleers have reorganized again and are now under the direction
of Jim Farmer, first saxophonist. Much
new music and several unusual novelty arrangements have been added to
their reportoire since their
last appearance here.
Script for the affair will reach a
record low, assuring large attendance.

giving the decision to Dawson at the
end of the nine minutes.
Georgia scratched next the well
known Redusky connected with Suggs
early in the first round and gained a
technical knock out over the Clemsoii
slugger. The next match was quite
a surprise as Lofton, who had pushed
Winston (G) all over the ring in tne
first round, was floored for the count
during the second period. McConnell
(C) and
Boulware
middleweights
handed it to each other with quite a
bit of pep throughout all three rounds,
but McConnell had an edge on hii
Georgia opponent and got the decision.
The lightheavy match was somewhat wild with Jackson taking from
Roddy Kissam (C) during the first
round but coming back fast in the second and third to decision the Clemsonite. Swede Henley and Hurlough
of Georgia
battled their way to a
draw, both men giving and taking but
No legacy is so rich as honesty.
Henley being a little more agressive. —William Shakespeare.

to be constructed, disrupting
an adverse report and removing a barrier to the success of
the scheme.
SUITABLE SITES
The possibility of this power development was called to
the attention of the State some
fifteen years ago by Mr. T. C.
Williams of Columbia,
who
w'as impressed with the fact
that the Santee River flowed
on a contour level of from
fifty to sixty feet higher than
that of the Cooper, though
the rivers are in the same region.
MANY INVESTIGATIONS
Mr. Williams conceived of
the idea of damming
tno
streams and diverting the waters of the Santee into the
Cooper. He referred the plan
to the firm of Murray and
Flood, who built the Saluda
dam. This company has been
working on the idea for IS
years, thoroughly investigating
its plausibility and usefulness.
ASK GOVERNMENT FUNDS
At the last session of the State
Legislature, that body created
the
Public Service Authority, with B. R.
Maybanks at its head, and instructed
this Authority to request the Federal
Goverment for a loan of thirty-five
million dollars to finance the undertaking, this sum to be paid back to
the government over a period of about
twenty-seven years.
NEAR MONCKS CORNER
The proposal in its final form provides for a dam on the Santee River
at Ferguson, near Moncks Corner.
This dam will be an earth structure
thirty thousand feet in length, which
will support a reservoir lake covering eighty thousand acres of land,
most of which is at present swamps
and unpopulated wastes.
70,000 ACRE LAKE
A diversion canal six miles in
length will carry into the Cooper the
water of the Santee,' which stream will
also be dammed to form a lake seventy thousand acres in expanse.
UNLIMITED POWER
The contour level of the lakes will
be seventy-five feet. The sixty-five
foot head will produce electrical power for six hundred and thirty million
kilowatt hours per year. Four hundred and thirty million kilowatt hours
will be primary power, and the remainder, two hundred million hours
will be secondary.
ENORMOUS CONSUMPTION
A survey of the possible amount
of electricity which might be used in
the neighborhood of the site revealed,
that a total of over one billion kilowatt hours could be consumed if the
natural resources within a fifty-mile
radius of the dam were utilized.
COLOSSAL PROJECT
The enormous development, which
when completed will have involved a
construction cost of $35,071,000 and *
building period of three years, will be
in extent more than half as great as I
i
all the other power developments in'; ' j
the state combined.
INDUSTRIES ELECTRIFIED
Electrification of such industries as
the manufacture of cement, calcium
carbide, cyanamide, phosphoric acid,
carborundum, newsprint,
furniture,'
woodwork, cotton; construction of refrigeration plants ; ' rural
electrification, may all result from the completion of this gigantic undertaking.
Bad taste cannot be ameliorated
by argument, it is only to be improved by education.—J.
E.
H.
Blake.
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BOXERS DOWN GEORGIA

view of the approaching change as follows: "While I am nattered and delighted to attend the school at Leavenworth, I regret very much the attendant breaking of very pleasant associations- which' 1 hawe Formed at Clemson,
particularly those with the members of
the cadet corps itself. I have sincerely
and thoroughly enjoyed my work with
them."
White at Oemson Captain Archer
has acquired* a host of friends. By his
quiet and pleasing manner he has won
a place in the hearts of corps of cadets
and his leaving w31 be sorely felt.

and beginning on the first of this April,
parades will be a full dress fixture
each week until the end of the col-lege year.
The drill which has been held on
Fridays at noon during the winter
months has been changed to Wednesdays.
During the week of April
the
Twenty-first the Scabbard and Blade
will sponsor the picturesque full dress
moon light parade for the honorary
Cadet Colonel who is to be chosen,
next month at the Military Ball.

JUNIORS AND SENIORS
I want you to know that I am selling Merchandise on April R. O. T. C. Checks. No advance in
price. No charge for this service.
BEST KNOWN SHOES
FLORSHEIM, FRIENDLY FIVE, CROSBY SQUARE
FINE MEN'S WEAR AT

HOKE SLOAN'S
Catering to Clemson Cadets
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Done movin
Smokers of Chesterfield are funny that
way, you can hardly move 'em. They
evermore like 'em, and they evermore
stick to 'em. Chesterfields are milder—they
taste better.
(c) i?;», llCCtTT & MYSfcS TOB*<XO Co,

